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Targeted Skill: Letter Naming, Letter/Sound Correspondence, Sight Words
Anticipated Outcome: Students will be able to accurately name target letters o-f the alphabet OR accurately
produce the sound o-f target letters OR accurately read target sight words
Grade Level: Kindergarten, Grade 1, Grade 2
Resources Required: Roll and Move game board, printable die template, marker, 6 games pieces -for each game board
Explanation to Teacher (game construction): Print out a game board -for each student (i-f possible, laminate for

durability). Print out a die template (on cardstock and i-f possible, laminate for durability), -fold and glue or tape sides
closed. Print 6 target letters or words, one on each side o-f the die. Also, print the 6 target letters or words one in
each o-f -the coloured shapes at the bottom of each game board.

Explanation To Teacher (how game works): Students will -take -turns rolling the die and naming the letter (or producing
it's sounds or reading the word). I-f correct, the student moves the game piece for that le+ter/word up one space on
the game board. The game continues until one game piece reaches the top of the game board. That is the winning
let+er/sound/word.

Directions -to Children: You are going to be playing a game that helps you to practice the letter's/letter sounds for/
words __,__,__,_,__,__. You will -take turns to roll the dice. If you can say the name o-f -the let+er/say the sound

o-f the letter/r'ead the word that is on the top o-f the dice then you get to move that le+ter/word's game piece up one
place on the game board. The game stops when one game piece makes i-t to the top o-f the game board.
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